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Initial Proposal
"Images that look at themselves




The Artist Bv Himself
The Power of the Self-Portrait: What does it Reveal About its Maker?
Since we first painted ourselves on cave walls, we have sought to define ourselves in
place and time whether for social or intellectual status, to establish a personal dialogue, or
to hope for a glimpse into the remarkable. Many artists such as Frieda Kahlo, Vincent
Van Gogh, and Rembrandt van Ryn have procured work in self-portraiture that captures
an essence unattainable if it were done by another. It is this essence that is the basis of
my thesis.
To accomplish this, I plan to render a self-portrait two-dimensionally everyday pushing
the limits of tools, scale, and subject. This self-study will also evolve dimensionally into
metal sculpture. The end result, or the end collection, will tell a true story. . .my story.
A focus will be placed on defining the space, the form in space, and the form in space
within a frame of time.





Life is about continual change and our challenge, as humans, is to understand our place
within that context. This question of identity involves assessing the self. I believe the
true self to be balanced between its opposites much as two points define a line. These
works represent the line of dialogue between our outward appearance and our inner
topography. The idea is addressed visually by presenting two aspects of the same image.
One image explores the mirror's reflection while the other examines that which is under
the skin.
My experience as a metalsmith coupled with the exploration into other media led me to
investigate a new aesthetic; a new approach to working the metal surface. The use of a
wide range of media responds to the diverse perspectives and experiences found in life.
Through this work, I respond to life's constant change and place my self within that
context.
Introduction
The self-portrait dates back to the
4th
century BCE in Greece and Egypt.
Examples are scarce until its re-emergence during the Renaissance where it stood for
status both socially and intellectually. Since the aristocracy primarily commissioned
portraits as public statements of their social standing, the development of self-portraiture
put the artist on the same level as the patron. This continued as a status symbol for artists
as collectors could not only collect the artist's work but also acquire a work of the artist
himself/herself as the subject elevating the position of the artist. Prestigious collections
of portraits, such as the Royal Academy in New York City, where to become a member
an artist must submit a self-portrait as a gift to the collection, established this type of
work as a credible mode of expression.
Asking the
question,"
what is the power of the self-portrait and what does it
reveal about its
maker?"
led me to pursue this self-study and discover for myself the
mystique of the self-image and the essence within.
"Many artists before the
20th
century considered figurative art to be the most
powerful means of representing universal ideals [truths]. In the first half of the
20th
century, however, such expression assumed a heightened psychological and conceptual
dimension."1
It is here that I pick up the study employing the classical ideals of figure
representation and subject it to the romantic tendency of adhering to the belief that a
"total expression of life complete with its nervousness, anxieties, and
sorrows"2
as well as
joy and perfection was the key to a truer self-image.
1
Helen Gardner, Gardner'sArt Through the Ages,
9th
ed., Horst De La Croix, Richard G.
Tansey, and Diane Kirkpatrick (editors), Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc., 1991, page 987
2
Written by the French art critic, Auguste Barby in the late
19th
century in an article
about Symbolist painter Odilon Redon. He was speaking of "The spiritual emptiness of
painters ... It is time that one of them reminds us that their art (does not) consist only in
soulless technical facility . . . Odilon Redon: Prince ofDreams 1840-1916, New York,
Art Institute ofChicago, Harry N. Abrams Inc., 1994, page 197
Chronology of Intent
"The portrait (or indeed any kind of painting) is here a picture of the painter's
perception of his subject; and the act of painting is a learning process about one's feeling
towards the
subject."1
When I first began this idea of self-portraiture I wanted it also to be a 'self-study'.
Fresh off a life change, I felt the need to reassess where I was. So I literally faced my self
everyday. I decided to execute a drawing each day in order to observe the development not
only on the page, but within my perception of my self as well. I understood that studying the
same subject over a period of time would undoubtedly reveal insights as my thought process
toward self evolved.
I began my study in a representational manner, paying attention to the details ofmy
appearance. I found this challenging and experimented with different drawing media as I
searched my surface with the intent of accurate realism. I felt unsatisfied with the results in
that I felt that the drawings alone did not capture the true self. Another artist could still do
what I was creating as I was merely imitating my image. Through this dissatisfaction, I
learned that I was more than what I looked like.




Exploring a variety of line quality and drawing techniques allowed me to convey a
more accurate image. Influenced by the drawings of such artists as Manuel Neri and Mary
Frank, I strove to imbue more emotion into the drawings with dramatic blocks of color and
bold strokes. I moved away from realistic renditions and utilized
the head and face as a
symbol that represented my self without the physical
resemblance.
1
James Hall, The World as Sculpture, London, England, Pimlico, 2000, page 36
2
Ibid., 35
My results led me to further experiment with texture as the drawings transformed into
involved paintings which emulated low-relief sculpture. At this point, I was focusing the
majority of my energy and thought toward painting, even working larger than life. I
permitted myself to stand away from academic technique and allow the emotion to move
through my heart to attack the canvas with ferocity and specific intent. The concept was
about the energy transfer through my physical body onto the canvas. At the same time, I felt
a pull to work in metal and initiated an experiment where I applied the act of attacking the
canvas with emotion and used this motivation toward metal, utilizing the techniques of
chasing and repoussage. This technique involves manipulating the surface of a metal sheet
by using different shaped punches to emboss the metal from the front as well as the back to
create a low relief. I felt this method to be kin to action painting and I referred to it as "free
chasing". This application has a long history dating back to the Bronze Age. Rooted firmly
in classical design, my training in this technique had been restricted to copying master
chasers in a traditional style. By applying a different kind of thinking, I was able to re
discover chasing for myself. The surface is raw, unrefined, and visceral in expression. The
tooling and mark-making appear aggressive, almost haphazard, yet there is an order to the
placement of the texture, a purpose.
"This process of interaction with the canvas, this give and take between the creator
and the object being created sounds very much like Harold Rosenberg's
3
description of




Harold Rosenberg is a United States art and literary critic who wrote about the Abstract
Expressionist movement in the 1950s.
4
April Kingsley, The Turning Point.The Abstract Expressionists and the Transformantion of
American Art, New York, Simon and Schuster, 1992, page 91
As I questioned how to portray the self, I began to see within my own work, the
different approaches I employed. Beginning with a realistic approach and traveling through
several art history movements to complete abstraction, a dichotomy of the inner and outer
self became apparent. This vehicle of self-image forced me to consider what a true definition
of self was.




- in that they were
intended to convey the character, emotions, the human drama of the immensely complex
inner-self."5
The main influence (subject) of the work is kept company by colors, lines, and shapes
creating visual relationships and exhibiting the fact that at any given time there are a
multitude of influences affecting our perception. There is more to the self than one
definition; one explanation.
I choose to represent this idea in diptych form. One panel depicts the outward
appearance while the other reflects on the inner self.
The interaction between the two panels creates a dialogue emulating how the physical
appearances as well as outside influences work with the inner thoughts and feelings of the
individual to create the whole person. The whole is equal to the sum of its parts. Since I
view these two aspects of self as separate parts, the two halves of the presentation create the
whole piece. There is unity in movement, color, textural application, size, and image, yet
there is a distinction. Since the content is subjective, the viewer determines which panel
represents which aspect based on his or her own sphere of self-understanding.
5
April Kingsley, The Turning Point.The Abstract Expressionists and the Transformantion of
American Art, New York, Simon and Schuster, 1992, page 49
TheWork
My intent is to visually portray my idea of the opposite ends of the true self. The
fact that these works are diptychs demonstrates the dichotomy of the self. In this study I
choose to portray this as the outer appearance and inner self.
The outside of the self deals with the outward appearance, what the reflection in
the mirror tells us. Initially, I began my study there. My focus led to daily drawings and
sketches. Reflection #16 (see illustration 1) was one of the first in this series. The
drawing (see illustration 2) depicts a figure (my representation ofmyself) off to the right
of the picture plane with her hand over her face, her hair loose, and clad only in her
underwear. This realistic portrait shows how emotion can be translated visually. The
viewer reads the figure's body language and demeanor and can place himself or herself in
the same position. Here it is vulnerability and objectification that are portrayed. The
painting that accompanies this drawing, or what I am using to demonstrate the other side
of the scale, visually portrays the inner self in relation to the figure to its right. My
approach to the painting involved utilizing the flow of emotion. The abstract relief
painting is a portrait of what it looks like to feel as the figure does.
This inner self is composed of our emotions, thoughts, and influences, which at
any given time are present. This less tangible part seems best executed in the manner of
the abstract expressionists.
During the 1950s, the abstract expressionist movement focused on thought into
action where what is left on the canvas was the physical residue of the emotional output.
This painting (see illustration 3) follows that tradition. The color palette and textural
application speak of the raw ferocity that is felt throughout the body and seems to have
no boundary. The viewer can respond to the form and shape of the expressed emotion.
These two works respond to each other and give further insight to the work's meaning.
Here the inside and the outside of the self are literally demonstrated. This being
the first of the thesis body to come together lays the groundwork for the remaining
pieces.
I am using the idea of depicting myself and infusing emotion and expression
because I believe there to be more to the self than mere status or praise as the history of
portraiture explains. Portraitists were often known to enhance their sitter's portrait to
gain them greater fame. EvenMichelangelo's premise was that
"
the functioning of art in
general, and sculpture in particular, was to deal with timeless universals rather than
ephemeral
particulars."1
He believed realistic likenesses were unnecessary due to the fact
that history would not be the wiser. Therefore, ideal proportions and beauty recalled the
classic ofGreek and Roman sculpture and portraiture.
I am challenging this traditional view by purposely using non-idealized views of
myself. These views better communicate emotions thus bridging the two views of the
self.
Another work in this series is Reflection #39 (see illustration 4). Here, I have
only drawn my face, reflecting on classic portraiture but where the past may have
flattered, here it is quite the opposite. The demeanor emulates one of anger and distress
(see illustration 5). The stark black and white give the drawing a sense of coldness, like
ice. This drawing is coupled with the first of the works to be executed in metal (see
illustration 6). The image is the mirror reflection of the drawing and encompasses the
1
James Hall, The World as Sculpture, London, England, Pimlico, 2000, page 40
same emotions. The metal ground reflects the hardness of the line in the drawing in that
the material is rigid. The free chasing technique is applied here and suggests the physical
movement of emotion through its tactile surface. Copper was chosen as a ground for its
warmth in color and the paint applied to the surface reflecting that warmth through their
cool tones. This warmth creates an opposite for the cool white of the drawing. The metal
panel represents visually that which is under the skin. The viewer can respond by again
empathizing with the emotion depicted. The application of paint to the surface is
representative of the layers of influences and experiences we have that shape us. Using
the natural outline established in the initial drawing, I have created a depiction of the
image of inner self.
Reflection #54 (see illustration 7) moves away even further from the classic and
begins to portray a more emotional outward self. As seen through a filter and reducing
the contours of the face to move toward a minimalist approach allows the viewer to more
freely interpret. This painting (see illustration 8) is less obvious than the earlier works
discussed. The blocks of color, again depicting the head of the body only, darken around
the figure as well as around the eyes and the throat. The viewer will discern a connection
within his or her own sphere of self-reflection. There are no right answers, and no wrong
ones for that matter.
My intention was to portray a somewhat distant feeling; one that is indiscernible
yet there is a bit of a haunting look, especially around the eyes. To create the inner self
for this work, I employed the mirror image of the painting and applied the free chasing
technique (see illustration 9). I pushed and pulled the indistinguishable to give the metal
image more definition than the painting even though that image is more abstracted. Its
abstraction results from the variety of texture and line quality left behind by the tool. The
artist's hand is evident in shaping this representation of interior self. There is definition
to thoughts and feelings that the painting refuses to be obvious about.
This self-study originated with the idea of portraying the self through a means
other than through realist portraiture. I began exploring the work of the Abstract
Expressionists in greater depth. A focus within this group of artists was that an emotion
was captured on the canvas through the action applied to the material. As with Jackson
Pollock andWillem de Kooning, the importance of the work, to the artist, was
emphasized through the process of creation. I tried to emulate that standard within my
own work. Through this application I discovered that I disagree with Michelangelo's
statement. I believe it is important to closely resemble the sitter (in this case my self).
My questioning lay in choosing a particular style of execution. Even this was limiting in
that I felt there was no one individual application that seemed to "say it all".
Through this abstract study I discovered that more ofmy self could be
represented. By withholding that which was not necessary, I could more clearly
articulate a specific emotion. I understood that more than my outward appearance was
integral to communicating my essence to the viewer.
Exemplified by Clyfford Still's works "originally called
'self-portrait[s]'
it can be
read as a representation of the artist reduced to the gesture s/he makes against a dark
void."2
Here, it is not the finished product, but the process ofmark-making,that was
fundamental to the idea. I employed this by asking how to create a portrait of an




The Idea of Order in the Art ofClyfford Still",Art in America,
December 2001, page 81
10
and the drawing instrument as an extension ofmy hand as the translator, the middleman,
between the inner self and the canvas and/or metal sheet.
Paintings were created intuitively. Originally titled 'Sun/Son', Reflection #166
(see illustration 10) is about the transition from light to dark and vice versa. It is an
expression of consciousness and thus a portrait of self. The texture is concentric (see
illustration 1 1) and refers to my cyclical thought process just as the earth travels around
the sun, as birth leads to death and back to rebirth, so are we caught in circular
movement.
The other half of the diptych (see illustration 12) is created using sterling silver
and continues the rhythmic movement created by the circles in the painting. The material
acts as a contrast to the painting and pushes the idea of dark to light and back again.
Following the standard for this body ofwork, the metal image is the mirror's reflection.
This one, however, flips the image once again creating yet another circle ofmovement
between the two works. This moves the viewer's eye back and forth creating a
rhythmical relationship that represents the parts of the self that flow easily, the parts we
acknowledge and accept. This accepting leads to balance inside and out.
The final piece in the series, Reflection #34 (see illustration 13), is a sharp
contrast to the previous example yet retains the viewer's attention by bringing him/her
back to the original start of the study. Here, again, a pen and ink drawing (see illustration
14) follows the realist tradition where an accurate representation is the standard. I
attempted this application and utilized black and white to represent the serious nature of
such an undertaking. The sitter retains a rather blank expression in a mildly confronting
manner. She is angled away from the viewer and looks over her shoulder casually. The
11
feeling is one of detachment. The accompanying metal piece (see illustration 15),
executed in fine silver (a precious metal), further explores the mirrors image and changes
the pose of the sitter. Her head is bent forward and her eyes look down, not at the viewer.
The colors are reversed as if looking at the negative of a roll of film. This positive/
negative ground demonstrates the thesis premise. This work refers to how we change our
appearance to hide true feelings. The inner self adjusts its outer demeanor to protect what
we hold precious, what we do not allow seen by others. We hide behind a blank face so
as not to give away our secret. The use of fine silver in this piece reflects on the
preciousness of the inner emotions.
12
Conclusion
This study had a beginning, with a proposal. Its conclusion culminated with an
exhibition. These two ends create a time line between inner and outer understanding. I
began with the surface of an idea, of portraying the essence of self. I end with an
understanding and a personal connection to my work.
Addressing the problem of portraying the essence of self led me to view the self
as the collaboration between the inside and outside. Through this thesis exploration, I
found that more information was needed to justify the portrayal of essence than what an
imitative portrait could supply to the viewer. Working with the inner emotions and their
subsequent visual representation created a more accurate portrayal of self, yet it lacked a
specific connection to me as the maker. My solution to this particular question was to
utilize both viewpoints to create a whole work. I believe this to be a beginning of a life
long exploration into the question of self and is one ofmany solutions to a problem that
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Reflection #34 - detail
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